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Abstract 

Current technological advancements in wearable intelligence allow us to migrate 

assistant tools from portable devices to wearable devices. Many researches with varying 

performance outcomes have been conducted on wearable navigation devices. However, 

there is no existing Bluetooth-supported turn-by-turn navigation application which 

supports biker and cyclist with customized wearable user interface. The purpose of this 

research is to try and fill this gap by investigating the usability of indicator-based smart 

glasses in real-world bike navigation using Bluetooth for communication. Adopting the 

Design Science Research (DSR) methodology, a mobile navigation application was 

developed that could be used with a customized wearable user interface called 

indicator-based smart glasses, with Bluetooth communication. Moreover, we conducted 

a usability test with six users in a real biking navigation task. Two paths were selected 

as the experiment’s environment in Oulu, Finland. We recorded the experiment’s 

process by a camera. And collected the feedbacks from participants by 

post-questionnaires. As the results, we found that the glasses can assist user accomplish 

navigation tasks in simple traffic without many wrong turns. However, it cannot provide 

clear instructions under some complex traffic. 

This research can be extended in future researches by implementing a solution that 

provides turn-by-turn direction in the navigation application for the indicator-based 

smart glasses under complex traffic circumstance. 
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Abbreviations 

HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) Protocol for data delivery used by web- servers 

and browsers. 

HMD (Head- mounted display) Display device which is worn on the head. 

Indicator-based smart glasses - A customized smart wearable device prototype for 

assisting user to do navigation tasks. 

OSM (Open Street Map) is a collaborative project to create a free editable map of the 

world. 

BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) is a wireless personal area network technology aimed at 

novel applications in the healthcare, fitness, and home entertainment industries. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_community
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_content
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Map
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_personal_area_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_fitness
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1. Introduction 

The progress of electronics, communication technologies, computer industry, and 

display are the four major industries that are prerequisites for the emergence of 

wearable devices. Wearable technologies have generated considerable interest in recent 

years. The major topic that is addressed in this study is to create a mobile navigation 

system, which can be combined with a customized wearable user-interface to assist 

cyclist for the daily navigation tasks. The customized wearable user interface is an 

indicator-based smart glasses provided by Firouzian (2014). According to previous 

researches, assistant wearable navigation devices help its wearers navigate by utilizing 

vibration, on-screen display and audio. Moreover, most of these functions are integrated 

in the wearable devices. The distinguishing part of this research is that the navigation 

system is separated into two independent parts. First is the mobile navigation 

application that is in charge of the implementation of navigation functions and push 

commands. Second, the indicator-based smart glasses are used to display turn-by-turn 

commands utilizing LED lights mounted on the glasses' frame. And the smart glasses 

prototype utilize LED light signals to provide simple signs to the users. The science of 

signs (semiotic) can facilitate in user concentrating on surroundings during biking, and 

frees them from always focusing on the screen. It also allows a user to pay more 

attention to the surrounding sounds while biking. The main users of the glasses can be 

the ones who are not skilled at using technology, or users with speaking or listening 

disabilities. 

As part of this research, an original mobile navigation system is developed to 

investigate the usability of a customized wearable user interface in navigation tasks 

related to daily biking and walking. The sections to follow demonstrate the 

implementation of mobile navigation application for indicator-based smart glasses, and 

usability tests for the same. 

1.1 Purpose of study 

This research is a continuation of an existing work on indicator-based smart glasses by 

Firouzian (2014). There are no evidences that assure the usability of smart glasses in 

real navigation tasks. The purpose of this study is to investigate such usability of 

indicator-based smart glasses in real biking and walking navigation tasks. Usability test 

is conducted to provide experimental data for evaluation of the system in real-life 

situations. 

1.2 Motivation 

Firouzian (2014) stated an indicator-based smart glasses derived from HMD concept, 

which assists its user in daily navigation tasks. However, it is just a customized 

wearable user interface utilizing LED lights, and does not provide any navigation 

functions. In order to assist user in said navigation tasks, it should work with a mobile 

navigation system that will do the navigation, and send turn-by-turn commands to the 

customized wearable user interface. The glasses will then activate the LEDs to guide the 

user in their navigation. This turn-by-turn guidance communication via Bluetooth is not 

available in any existing system, and this serves as the motivation for this research. The 
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aim is to develop an artefact that can provide the said function for customized wearable 

user interfaces of any kind, and that supports providing real-time navigation instructions 

via Bluetooth communication. 

1.3 Prior research 

The idea of connecting a wearable device with a mobile navigation system is not a 

novel one. There have been similar researches that integrate navigation system with 

wearable devices or other portable devices, embedded with navigation features. This 

subsection focuses on such researches that investigate routing message to users with 

wearable or portable devices. The objective is to find a new way to provide users of 

wearable devices with navigation cues. 

Previous researchers have mostly concentrated on embedded navigation system. For 

instance, Ertan et al., (1998) conducted a research on wearable haptic navigation 

guidance system that was tested indoors. Thus, the positioning technology does not 

utilize GPS. The system construction comprised of three main subsystems: infrared 

transmitters and receivers, a wearable computer, and a haptic display. The infrared 

transmitters and receivers were used for position sensing, a wearable computer 

calculated the best routes, and supported four cardinal directions (forward, backward, 

right and left) and ‘STOP’. The signals are sent to the haptic display that would react to 

the command from wearable computer. The research did not provide any explicit 

operational context for the developed system, and a backpack is needed to carry around 

the wearable computer and control electronics. In addition, the navigation procedure is 

time-consuming (1.5minutes), with probability of occasional errors. 

Tsukada and Yasumura (2004), in their research, proposed ActiveBelt, which is a 

Belt-Type Wearable Tactile Display for Directional Navigation. The system gives users 

routing guidance by vibrating the worn belt. The system consists of four components: a 

Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a GPS, a directional sensor and a tactile display. The 

GPS, directional sensor and the belt are integrated into the ActiveBelt. The GPS and 

directional sensor are used to detect user’s location and orientation. Several vibrators 

are attached to the belt, and a microcontroller controls all the devices, which 

communicate via, what seems to be, a standard serial cable. Similarly, Heuten et al., 

(2008) conducted a research on Tactile Wayfinder, which is a non-visual support system 

for wayfinding tasks. It is composed of a PDA and haptic display, which communicate 

with each other either via Bluetooth or a standard serial cable. A routing application is 

installed on the PDA device, and the Application Programming Interface (API) between 

PDA and the tactile display is developed in C programming language, running on 

Windows Mobile. 

Steltenpohl & Bouwer (2013) contributed to the research field with their Tactile 

Navigation Support for Cyclists. The authors constructed two applications, viz., a tactile 

navigation application (Vibrobelt) and a visual navigation application. The hardware in 

Vibrobelt includes an Arduino Mega ADK, an Android phone (HTC Desire with GPS 

precision) and a power source. The connection between Vibrobelt and the HTC phone is 

through a programmable Arduino open-source board. The Arduino is connected with 

the HTC phone via a USB cable and a custom API connects with the Vibrobelt. The 

software part of the Vibrobelt comprises of two applications. One application is for 

Android to get the KML file on route information from the Google API, and then use 

the compass, GPS and Internet to trigger user’s location update, and to measure the 

distance between the user’s location and a known waypoint. This ensures that the users 
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do not get turn-by-turn navigation message by using any current real-time routing 

services. 

In addition, Dancu et al., (2014) demonstrate a proof-of-concept, which is a GPS-based 

map navigation system using a bike-mounted projector, forcing users to be more 

attentive to the environments while on the move. The research was conducted by 

mounting a mobile phone and a small projector to the handlebars of a bike, and used a 

Mobile High-Definition Link adapter to connect the phone with the projector. In this 

system, the map and navigation application OsmAnd, open source software under the 

Generic Public License (GPL), runs on the LG Optimus (Android 4.0). The projector 

displays the application view in front of the bike, revealing to the cyclist the map and 

route guidance. This way, the user can focus on cycling, and does not need to keep track 

of environment separately. 

On the other hand, Krieg-Brückner et al., (2013) developed a general navigation system 

called Navigation Aid, which can be used for different vehicles including wheelchairs, 

walker, etc. The system implements routing utilizing a Google Nexus 7 tablet, an X86 

controller, a three-axis acceleration sensor and a gyrometer. It uses OSM data to 

represent environment. The system uses the Osmdroid (under Lesser GPL) and 

Mapsforge rendering library to display the map. The benefit of the Mapsforge is that it 

has an offline feature. However, the system applies custom routing algorithms instead of 

adopting third-party routing services to obtain turn-by-turn navigation message. The 

communication between X86 controller and Nexus 7 is via a Google Protocol Buffer 

implementation through WLAN. Overall, the research did not produce any novel way to 

assist people to receive navigation guidance conveniently. 

Most of the previous researches discussed so far do have some limitations. Most 

researches focus on the novel user interface using haptic feedback, and only developers 

can access the navigation subsystems, except in the case of Krieg-Brückner et al., 

(2013). The reason for developers-only access is because the components used in 

developing the navigation system are under the commercial license or GPL, which have 

usage restrictions. Another significant factor in these researches is that most of them are 

trying to develop a solution for special user group, like the visually impaired. Another 

limitation with researches that use projector to show the map is that the feature can’t be 

used during the day. 

1.4 Research question 

The aim of this study is to find out if it is possible to help a cyclist minimize the 

intervention required when using assistant navigation tools while biking. An attempt is 

made here to develop a solution using modern technology to provide a real-time 

assistant navigation system, including a mobile navigation application and a customized 

wearable device. From this we derive our following research questions: 

 Primary Question. 

i. Investigate the usability of the customized wearable device in biking 

navigation tasks? 

 Secondary Question. 

i. What are the different real-time navigation applications to support walking 

and biking? 
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ii. How customizable are the wearable device? 

To investigate the usability of customized wearable device, firstly, we need a mobile 

navigation application that can send turn-by-turn commands to the wearable device via 

Bluetooth. 

1.5 Research methods 

Design Science Research (DSR) method, defined by Hevner et al., (2010), is used to 

develop the mobile navigation application, and evaluate the usability of the customized 

wearable device. The artefact is designed to answer the questions related to real-life 

problems, such as the intervention required on cyclists’ part while using assistant 

navigation tools, and also to test the usability of customized wearable device based on 

the artefact. 

1.6 Main contribution 

The main contribution of this study is that it investigates the usability of indicator-based 

smart glasses in the practical context of navigation while biking. The research aims to 

help the cyclist concentrate on the biking task, and reduce intervention brought on by 

using assistant navigation tools for navigating, and by providing as simple a signal as 

possible to finish navigation tasks. The contributed artefact is a mobile navigation 

system based on the Android platform, which provides turn-by-turn commands to the 

indicator-based smart glasses via Bluetooth. To conclude, the main contribution is that it 

provides a usability test results for indicator-based smart glasses. The additional 

contribution includes: (a) development of a mobile navigation system that can send 

commands to the glasses, (b) reviewed information for customized wearable navigation 

devices and available map services for biking and walking features. 

1.7 Structure 

This research follows the reporting structure based on the DSR framework (Hevner & 

Chatterjee, 2010). In the first chapter, the problem domain is identified, and previous 

researches are reviewed. In Chapter 2, a brief review of the current technology is 

provided along with literature review. Next, in Chapter 3 the research method is 

presented.  In Chapter 4, the implementation of the system is explained in detail, and in 

Chapter 5, the setting and results of usability test are presented. Conclusion is presented 

in Chapter 6. 
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2. Related Work 

In this chapter, the related research is described with a narrative literature review. The 

chapter is divided across four parts. The first two parts review related knowledge that 

needs to be used to develop a prototype of the proposed system. ‘Positioning’ 
subsection reviews the technologies that are used in location detection. A comparison of 

different location provider services on Android platform using relevant features is made, 

to find the best way to achieve location fix. The ‘Navigation’ subsection reviews the 

existing map application with navigation function, and investigates related navigation 

services that can be used by developers to develop a turn-by-turn navigation system 

based on Android platform. The third part discusses different wearable devices with 

special focus on Indicator-based Smart Glasses. The last subsection talks about the 

usability metrics that will be measured in the usability test. Figure 1 demonstrates the 

research area of this study comparing two distinct areas, which is supplying wearable 

devices navigation message by mobile navigation application. 

 

Figure 1. Research Area 

2.1 Positioning 

This study is concerned only with land-based navigation application on Android 

platform, so ‘positioning’ means determination of coordinates of a navigator in this 

study’s context. A critical technology of mobile navigation system is determining the 

device’s current position as a ‘starting position’. There are two ways to obtain a 

device’s geolocation in Android, i.e., Global Positioning System (GPS) and Network 

(Cell-ID and Wi-Fi) (Google Android. 2016a).  

There are four kinds of location provider services on Android platform, viz., only 

Network, GPS and three kinds of passive location providers (Google Android. 2016b). 
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The last one is a fused model supported by the Google Play Services API (Google 

Android. 2016c). Table 1 shows the comparison of different location provider services. 

Table 1. Comparison of different location providers by (Milette & Stroud, 2012) 

Features GPS Network Passive 

Accuracy High (10m) Medium-Low (1000m) Low (N/A) 

Power Usage High Medium-Low Low 

Permission Permission for precise 

location 

Permission for both 

approximate and precise 

location 

Permission for precise 

location 

GPS Location Provider determines location by using satellites. GPS is a system of 24 

satellites, with the advantage high accuracy (up to 10 meters) along with altitude data. 

However, there are some disadvantages such as consuming more battery power than 

other location providers. In addition, it usually takes a long time (over 1 minute) to 

acquire a fix initially, and mostly fails to get a GPS fix indoors (Milette & Stroud, 

2012). 

In comparison to GPS, Assistant GPS (AGPS) technology provides a more reasonable 

solution. First, it obtains an approximate location as soon as possible via network 

positioning, and then it provides the location message for GPS to reduce the value of 

Time to First Fix (TTFF). This solves the problem present in GPS, which takes a long 

time to acquire the initial fix. Also, AGPS’ accuracy of positioning is almost the same 

as GPS (Djuknic & Richton, 2001). Figure 2 shows the AGPS concept. 

 

Figure 2. AGPS Concept by (Djuknic & Richton, 2001) 

Network Location Provider determines location based on Wi-Fi network location and 

cell-tower location. Results are retrieved by means of a network lookup. The TTFF for 

network location provider can be much less than the TTFF for the GPS location 

provider, and it consumes less battery power. However, the accuracy is far less than the 

GPS location provider, and it also fails to detect the altitude of a location (Milette & 

Stroud, 2012). 

Passive Location Provider is a special provider compared to GPS provider and Network 

provider, which acquires location information without having to explicitly make a 
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request. It provides location information based on other applications. In Android system, 

when some application has requested location updates with either the GPS or Network 

provider, the Android system will cache the location information. This information can 

be requested by a third-party application, and therefore, the accuracy of location 

information totally depends on the third-party application (Milette & Stroud, 2012). 

The above three types of location providers are provided by Android location API, and 

the best way of determining location information is to use the Network or Passive 

provider firstly, and then fall-back on GPS provider. Afterwards, depending on the task, 

one can switch between providers. The Fused Location Provider intelligently manages 

the underlying location technology and gives the best location according to the 

requirements. It analyses GPS, Cell-ID and Wi-Fi network location data in order to 

provide the highest accuracy data. Also, this provider uses different device sensors to 

estimate if a user is walking, riding a bicycle, driving a car or just standing, and adjust 

the frequency of location updates. It simplifies ways for applications to get the device’s 

current location with improved accuracy and lower battery consumption, but the 

prerequisite is that the devices should have installed Google Play Service Framework 

installed on them (Google Android. 2016d). 

The fused location provider can be set with different priorities (HIGH_ACCURACY, 

BALANCED_POWER or NO_POWER) by users, which can affect response 

efficiency. Table 2 illustrates the three kinds of priority model of fused location services 

provider. 

Table 2. Effect of different priority (Google I/O. 2013). 

Priority Typical location 

update interval 

Battery drain per 

hour (%) 

Accuracy 

HIGH_ACCURACY 5 seconds 7.25% ~10 meters 

BALANCED_POWER 20 seconds 0.6% ~40 meters 

NO_POWER N/A small ~1 mile 

The above Table 2 depicts that the HIGH_ACCURACY model consumes more battery 

power than the BALANCED_POWER model, but the accuracy is higher. The 

NO_POWER model has the worst accuracy among all. 

2.2 Navigation 

Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., (2011) assert that Navigation is a field of study that deals 

with moving objects, involves trajectory determination and guidance, and includes four 

general categories, viz., land navigation, marine navigation, aeronautic navigation, and 

space navigation. All navigation techniques involve locating the navigator's position 

compared to known locations or patterns. Similarly, Schiller and Voisard (2004) 

describe a modern navigation system as an integrated collection of position detection, 

orientation sensors, computing, communication hardware and software, which are used 

to guide pedestrian, cyclist, vehicle and other moving object from one place to another. 

In this context, Navigation discussed in this study is similar to the second definition, 

which is an Android navigation prototype to help cyclists wearing smart glasses from 

one place to another. 

Turn-by-turn navigation supports more detailed instructions to inform users where to 

turn along a route based on GPS navigation. At the same time, it processes the location 

information to provide the next turn-b-turn information on a digital map. The interface 
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style of turn-by-turn instruction usually includes a turn icon, and visual or audio 

prompts (Kim et al., 2008). 

2.2.1 Map services 

Navigation (routing in some countries) services help people get from one place to 

another, and are usually integrated with a digital map. Nowadays, the Global online 

maps services that cover the word includes Google Maps, OpenStreetMap, Here Maps, 

MapQuest, Apple Maps, etc. Almost all of these map services supply turn-by-turn 

navigation feature for its users, but they are also limited in other functions. Some of 

them lack the feature to support a cyclist or a walker, some do not support available 

APIs for developers, and so on. Table 3 compares some of the most popular map 

services all over the word. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MapQuest
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Table 3. Comparison of map services by (Wikipedia. 2016a) 

Feature Google 

Maps 

Bing Maps MapQuest OpenStreetMap Here Apple 

Map 

Map 

Data 

Providers 

MAPIT, 

TeleAtlas, 

DigitalGlobe

, MDA 

Federal, user 

contributions 

NAVTEQ, 

Intermap, 

Pictometry 

International, 

NASA, Blom, 

Ordnancy Survey, 

SK 

Planethttp://www.

bing.com/maps/H

elp/en-us/About.h

tm 

Navteq, 

OpenStreet

Map user 

contributio

ns 

User 

Contributions 

Navteq TomT

om, 

and ot

hers 

Directory 

Data 

Providers 

Google, 

ThomsonLo

cal.com, 

user 

contributions 

Live Local 

Listings, Yellow 

Pages, NAVTEQ 

 OpenStreetMap 

Nominatim, Geo

Names 

Navteq Yelp 

Platform Web, 

Android, 

IOS, 

Windows 

Phone 

Web, 

Windows phone 

Web, 

Android, 

IOS, 

Windows 

Phone 

Web, 

Android, 

IOS 

Web, 

Android

, 

IOS, 

Window

s Phone 

IOS 

Cost Free Free Free Free Free Free 

Pedestria

n 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Wheelch

air  

No No No Yes – third-party No No 

Cyclist Yes No Yes Yes No No 

Vehicle Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

API 

Availabl

e 

Yes Yes - Javascript, 

WPF, .NET (C#, 

VB), C++, 

Windows 8/10, 

WP 7/8, REST 

Yes Yes Yes No 

Mobile-S

pecific 

Applicati

on 

Yes Yes Yes Yes - OsmAnd  Yes, for 

Nokia 

mobile 

phones 

Yes 

Turn-by-

turn 

navigatio

n 

Yes, if on 

Android 

Yes - Windows 

10 

Yes Yes - 

with OsmAnd 

Yes Yes 

GPS 

Integrati

on 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Cell-base

d 

Location 

Yes Yes Unknown Unknown Yes Yes 

Wi-Fi 

Location 

Yes Yes Unknown Yes Yes Yes 

http://www.bing.com/maps/Help/en-us/About.htm
http://www.bing.com/maps/Help/en-us/About.htm
http://www.bing.com/maps/Help/en-us/About.htm
http://www.bing.com/maps/Help/en-us/About.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navteq
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenStreetMap
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenStreetMap
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navteq
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TomTom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TomTom
http://gspa21.ls.apple.com/html/attribution.html
http://gspa21.ls.apple.com/html/attribution.html
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Nominatim
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Nominatim
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GeoNames
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GeoNames
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navteq
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yelp,_Inc.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OsmAnd
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OsmAnd
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From the comparison in Table 2, in order to develop a real-time turn-by-turn navigation 

system, the Apple Map does not supply APIs for developers, and hence cannot be used 

to develop an application on the Android platform. Bing Map also doesn’t provide 

support for developing applications on Android platform. The only possibility to 

developing a map-based turn-by-turn navigation is by using Google Maps, MapQuest or 

OpenStreetMap (OSM). 

HERE Maps provide the mobile SDK and routing API for developers, but it is not free 

of charge (Here Map. 2016a). Also, it does not allow developers to develop applications 

integrated with other components to give routing guidance to its end users.  

HERE (2016a) declares: “Unless otherwise explicitly permitted, Your 

Applications may not be vehicle integrated which means that Your Application 

would be capable of interacting with a vehicle system, or any component thereof, 

to enable, assist or augment the delivery of HERE Services through such solution 

to an end-user…”, “offer route guidance which means functionality for real-time 

provision of individual manoeuvres of a calculated route…” (Section 4.2) 

Google allows developers to develop applications using Google Map/Google Earth API. 

However, it does not allow them to make an application that is similar to Google Map, 

and no real-time navigation is supported. 

Google Map (2016a) declares: “No creation of a substitute service. You will not 

use the Service to create a Maps API Implementation that is a substitute for, or 

substantially similar service to, Google Maps…”, “No navigation. You will not 

use the Service or Content for or in connection with (a) real-time navigation or 

route guidance; or (b) automatic or autonomous vehicle control.”  (Section 

10.4-c) 

MapQuest provides an Android SDK and routing/wayfinding services for developers to 

produce an application, and the Directions API support different types of requests, such 

as pedestrian, bicycle, etc. The API also provides optimized routing, date and time 

routing, route matrix functionalities, and the ability to avoid specific links (MapQuest 

2016a). However, the only shortcoming is that the MapQuest free version has 

limitations on transactions per month (MapQuest 2016b). In addition, their older 

Android SDK is no longer available for download, and the new version will be made 

available later this year (MapQuest 2016c). 

OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a collaborative project that allows creation and distribution of 

free map data of the word. The volunteers provide the data under the Open Database 

License (ODbL) (OpenStreetMap 2016a). As shown in Table 3, OpenStreetMap means 
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a map interface developed by OpenStreetMap community based on map data. OSM 

provides two ways to make contributions to the project. One of them is by sharing the 

data with OSM, and the other is to develop services, library or application based on the 

OSM data. Many frameworks, libraries, widgets and web services are available for 

developers to develop their own application/services. Widgets allow developers easy 

integration of OSM into their software. Table 4 shows the useful widgets to render a 

map view. 

Table 4. Available widgets for developing navigation application (OpenStreetMap. 2016b). 

Features Osmdroid Mapsforge 

License LGPL LGPLv3 

Code Java Java 

Functions display, marker Offline Rendering 

Dependencies Android Android 

Description 
Replaces Androids MapClass 

component 
 

Two widgets, as shown in Table 4, can be used to render a map view for users. They 

both have the appropriate licenses for users. In addition, there are many third-party 

libraries for Osmdroid to extend this function. The Osmbonuspack is a very useful 

additional object for Osmdroid to develop a lot of powerful features (MKergall, 2016a). 

Thus, combination of the Osmdroid and Osmbonuspack is a potential way to make a 

turn-by-turn navigation for smart glasses in the future. Figure 3 depicts most features 

from the Osmbonuspack library. 

 

Figure 3. The features of Osmbonuspack 

The directions feature of the Osmbonuspack needs to use third-party routing services. 

The implementation of routing feature includes using online routing services, and 

utilizing offline routing engine. Another potential way to implement what this study 

proposes is by using Mapsforge library to render maps, and overlaying it with leaflet 

library, along with using third-party routing services. The OSM based routing services 

will be discussed in detail in section 2.2.2. 
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The open source software OsmAnd also supports turn-by-turn navigation and offline 

maps features. The OsmAnd is developed based on OSM data by Victor Shcherb and 

other contributors, and runs on Android and iOS platform. But the software is under the 

Generic Public Licence, which restricts developers from developing custom applications 

based on the source code (OsmAnd 2016a). 

2.2.2 OSM based routing services 

Currently, the number of OSM based routing services is not many (both online and 

offline). In this section, the services discussed cover the whole word and provide an 

interface for cyclist. Table 5 compares OSM based online routing services. 

Table 5. Comparison of OSM based routing services (OpenStreetMap, 2016c). 

Functionality MapQuest OSRM GraphHopper Mapzen 

Coverage Global Global Global Global 

Car Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Bicycle  Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Pedestrian Yes No Yes Yes 

Wheelchair No No No No 

Open source No Yes Yes Yes 

API for 3rd-parties Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Regular routing 

data updates 

Daily Daily No guarantees Daily 

Note Limitation of 

free version on 

transaction. 

Used by official 

website 

Used by 

official website 

Limitation of free 

version on locations. 

Used by official 

website 

Limitations on 

requests, 

maximum 

distances, and 

numbers of 

locations to 

prevent 

individual users 

from degrading 

the overall 

system 

performance. 

Used by official 

website 

The common point about all of the above services is that they all provide worldwide 

coverage, waypoints support, route instruction and fresh OSM data. Table 6 provides a 

comparison of performance test among MapQuest, OSRM and GraphHopper. The test 

case includes 350km trip (in France, Rennes-Paris), and the duration of end-to-end route 

retrieval (including full parsing of server response) based on an average of 5 requests. 

Table 6. Performance test by (MKergall, 2016b) 

 MapQuest  OSRM  GraphHopper  Google 

Directions 

Time (s) 6 0.8 ~0.8 1.6 

The test shows that the OSRM and GraphHopper service API respond much faster than 

MapQuest, and consumes less time than Google Directions API. Even though the test 
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case cannot be termed as scientific evidence, it offers a credible test case for this study 

to some extent. 

2.3 Wearable Device 

In discussing wearable devices, it is very important to know the distinction between 

wearable devices and portable devices. Pentland (1998) uses the classic example of a 

pocket watch and wristwatch. The difference is that a pocket watch has to be pulled out, 

and flipped open to see time, but the wristwatch allows you to see the time immediately. 

The paper also pointed out that many of the portables are destined to become 

tomorrow’s wearables. However, the wearable device discussed in this paper is 

intelligent, as it augments the items we wear with miniature computers, video displays, 

cameras, microphones, etc. 

2.3.1 Interface 

When portable devices transform into wearable intelligence, they’ll be user-friendly, 

more useful and efficient based on a humanized interface. Of the five major human 

senses—vision, audition, taction, olfaction and gustation, only the first three have been 

engaged in most human-machine interface research (Pentland, 2000). Compared to the 

application of taction, vision and audition technologies are adopted frequently for 

human-machine interaction. The kind of interface to be adopted depends on the 

requirements, like vision can be used for hearing impaired, while audition can help the 

vision impaired, and taction might benefit both vision and audition impaired. Due to the 

limited scope of this research, the designing of interface is not discussed.  

With respect to human senses, a different perspective is adopted here for the forms of 

wearable interface. Many researchers work on the study on how to improve interaction 

between human and machine, and they have proposed a lot of forms of wearable 

devices such as smart glasses, gloves, watches, shoes, vests, belt, etc. In this study, the 

focus is on indicator-based smart glasses, which are described by (Firouzian, 2014). 

2.3.2 Indicator-based smart glasses 

The reason indicator-based smart glasses are described here is because it is a part of the 

prototype system needed for implementation in this study. Firouzian (2014) states that 

the indicator-based smart glasses were designed to assist users via visual cues. There 

were two version designed at the beginning. Both were glasses with indicators 

implanted onto the frame, but the difference lies in the number of indicators and the 

position of indicators implanted. However, neither of the prototypes could provide 

optimal navigation clues during testing, which made it necessary to combine the two 

versions for testing. The mixed version contains 14 LED indicators on the frame of 

smart glasses. Figure 4 depicts the front side view of the mixed version of smart glasses 

with 14 LED indicators positions on the frame. (R/L: Right/Left, T/B: Top/Bottom, L/M: 

Lateral/Medial) (Firouzian, 2014). 
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Figure 4. Front side view of Smart Glasses by (Firouzian, 2014) 

In the initial phase of development, the indicator-based smart glasses consisted 14 LED 

indicators, 2 TLC5940 LED derivers, a programmable low-power ATMega148V 

micro-controller, a Li-ion battery and others assistance components (Firouzian, 2014). 

Figure 5 demonstrates the prototype of indicator-based smart glasses. 

 

Figure 5. Indicators-based Smart Glasses by (Firouzian, 2014) 

The white rectangles in Figure 5 are the position of LED indicator. It lights up in 

different colours (red, green and yellow) based on the receiving electrical pulse on 

different nodes. Two TLC5940 LED drivers control the LED indicators implanted onto 

the frame of glasses, one responsible for the left side (7 LED indicators), and the other 

for the right side (7 LED indicators). Both these drivers are connected with a 

programmable low-power ATMega148V micro-controller via Serial Peripheral 

Interface bus, and they receive data in the form of a bit array. Microcontroller receives a 

20-byte array data from an Android application via Bluetooth (Firouzian, 2014). Figure 

6 shows the format of array data received from Android application. 
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Figure 6. 20 bytes data from android application 

As Figure 6 shows, the 20 bytes data is divided into three sections. The first section 

occupies one byte that is divided to 2 pairs of 4 bits, for frequency and duty cycle of 

LED light signal. The second section occupies 16 bytes, further divided into 14 pairs of 

9-bit and a 2-bit free space. The 14 pairs of 9-bit correspond to 14 LED indicators. For 

each pair of 9-bit, if the first three bits are set, the LED indicator blinks red. If the 

second three bits are set, the LED indicator blinks green. If last three bits are set, the 

LED indicator blinks blue. The third section occupies 3 bytes, which are reserved for 

feature extension in future. (Firouzian, 2014). 

2.4 Usability Test 

Usability applies to all aspects of a system with which specific user group carry out 

specific tasks to interact, including the installation and maintenance phase. Usability is 

not a single-dimensional property of a user interface, as it usually involves multiple 

components and associates with five essential usability characteristics in general 

(Holzinger, 2005; Nielsen, 1994): 
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 Learnability - The system can be easily learned by user themselves, and start 

using it quickly. 

 Efficiency - The system can be efficient to use, so that the user can acquire a 

high level productivity after having learned the system. 

 Memorability – The system should enable the user to remember how to use the 

system functions after some period of not having used it. The essential point is 

that users do not need to learn how to work with the system. 

 Low error rate - Possibility of errors is pretty low while the users are working 

with the system, with no chance of catastrophic errors. 

 Satisfaction – The user should like doing tasks using the system. 

In this study, the usability test primarily looks for the above factors except learnability. 

The factors of Efficiency and Low error rate will be discussed in detail. Effectiveness 

and efficacy are subdivision of Efficiency. Effectiveness means user’s ability to 

accomplish a task, which focus on the result of task completion. Efficacy means 

whether the user can accomplish a task efficiently. The Low error rate is also divided 

into two. First is Error frequency, meaning how often user gets errors, and second is 

Error severity, which means how serious the errors are (Jeng, 2005; Sauro & Kindlund, 

2005) 

The main objective of conducting user test is to reveal issues in a system. User testing is 

the most fundamental method of usability test. By inviting real users to use the system, 

practical problems can be found. In a way, user testing is irreplaceable because it 

provides direct feedback from real users about how specific user group experience a 

system and what practical problems exist in that system. On the other hand, conducting 

user test brings additional cost to the system development. Costs include time, human 

resources and capital. Thus, considering the research context, conducting user test after 

the development phase would be a more reasonable choice. Also, a limited number of 

users would be more valuable than executing the user test at the end of project. 

(Holzinger, 2005; Nielsen, 1994) 

The test tasks should be defined to be as representative as possible of the features that 

the system includes. Also, the tasks should be designed to identify the possible issues 

that might be omitted during the process of developing by developers’ perspective. 

Related assumptions should be designed before conducting the user test, and then 

evaluate the pre-defined assumptions based on the user test result after the testing is 

done. (Jeng, 2005; Nielsen, 1994) 
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3. Research Method 

Hevner & Chatterjee (2010) proposed that Design Science Research (DSR) is a research 

paradigm that could be understood as an example or model of research. Under this 

research paradigm, the designer answers questions relevant to human problems via the 

creation of innovative artefacts, contributing new knowledge to the body of scientific 

evidence. In this study, the artefact is a turn-by-turn navigation system that will be 

developed on Android platform, which will be used to investigate the usability of a 

customized wearable device. The research follows the guidelines of DSR methodology. 

(Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010) 

There are many different process models for DSR methodology, however, in this 

research, a model proposed by Peffers et al., (2008) will be used. The detailed process 

model is shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. Design Science Research Methodology Process Model. (Peffers et al., 2008.) 

As demonstrated in Figure 7, the first step of the process model is to define the research 

problem. In this step, the need is to search for a relevant and important problem, 

describe the state of current problem, construct the concept framework for the problem, 

which helps understand the research problem and shows the importance of the solutions 

(Peffers et al., 2008).  

The second step is to define the objectives of solution. The contents of this step is to 

infer the objectives of a solution based on the problem definition in the first step, and 

knowledge of what is possible and feasible. The purpose of this step is to find whether 

there has been a better solution to the problem in previous researches, or find a new 

problem that has not been solved before and develop a solution for it (Peffers et al., 

2008).  

The next step is to design and develop an artefact, which could be a method, model or 

instantiations, etc. In this step, the main effort is put on determining the architecture and 

functional requirements of an artefact. Then the actual artefact will be developed where 

a research contribution is embedded in the design (Peffers et al., 2008). 
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In the fourth step, it has to be demonstrated how the artefact solves a specific one or 

more problems. It involves the use of artefact in experimentation, simulation, case study, 

proof, or other appropriate activity. This step provides knowledge on how to use the 

artefact to solve the problem (Peffers et al., 2008), 

Next, the step involves evaluation of how well the artefact provides a solution to the 

problem by observing and measuring the performance. The efforts in this step is to 

compare the objectives of the solution to the result from the demonstrations in the fourth 

step. Evaluation can be conducted in different ways according to the nature of the 

problem venue and the artefact. This is followed by collection of appropriate empirical 

evidence and logical proof based on the relevant metrics and analysis techniques. Under 

these circumstances, decision can be made whether to revert back to the third step to try 

to improve the effectiveness of the artefact, or go to the next step. The final step is to 

communicate problems and their significances (Peffers et al., 2008). 

Hevner & Chatterjee (2010) proposed seven guidelines for DSR. The purpose of these 

are to help researchers understand how to conduct and evaluate a proper DSR-based 

study (see Table7). 

Table 7. Design Science Research Guidelines by Hevner et al. (2010) 

Guideline Description 

Guideline 1: Design as an Artefact Design-science research must produce a viable artefact in the 

form of a construct, a model, a method, or an instantiation. 

Guideline 2: Problem relevance The objective of design-science research is to develop 

technology-based solutions to important and relevant business 

problems. 

Guideline 3: Design evaluation The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artefact must be 

rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods. 

Guideline 4: Research contributions Effective design-science research must provide clear and 

verifiable contributions in the areas of the design artefact, 

design foundations, and/or design methodologies. 

Guideline 5: Research rigor Design-science research relies upon the application of rigorous 

methods in both the construction and evaluation of the design 

artefact. 

Guideline 6: Design as a search The search for an effective artefact requires utilizing available 

means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the 

problem environment. 

Guideline 7: Communication of 

research 

Design-science research must be presented effectively both to 

technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences. 

In this research, the above guidelines are followed to conduct thereby helping us to do a 

quality research. 
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4. Implementation 

In this chapter, the implementation of the turn-by-turn navigation system, and the 

connection between the turn-by-turn navigation system and the indicator-based smart 

glass will be explained in detail. The main purpose of this section is to provide a 

navigation command-input system for the existing indicator-based smart glasses 

guidance navigation interface. 

The turn-by-turn navigation system consists of three components: Android phone, 

routing web service and indicator-based smart glasses. The implementation can be 

divided into two parts: generating navigation itinerary and communicating with the 

connected Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) device, which as a whole include the 

aforementioned three components. The navigation itinerary generation is composed of 

Android application and routing web service, and the communication consists Android 

system and indicator-based smart glasses. 

4.1 Requirements 

The requirements for the system are derived from discussions based on previous 

research by Aryan Firouzian, who built indicator-based smart glasses in 2014. In the 

earlier study, an analog command-input programme was used for the assistive 

navigation glasses. However, to advance the research further, a real turn-by-turn 

navigation system is required to investigate the usability of indicator-based smart 

glasses in biking and walking navigation tasks. As a result of the said discussion, the 

navigation system is built on Android platform. With such a system, it should be 

possible to provide users with an operable interface to get a navigation itinerary, and 

transfer the turn command to the connected BLE device via Bluetooth when tracking 

the devices’ location. Thus, it should include features that allow it to discover nearby 

BLE devices and communicate with them. The system must be robust and reliable, and 

support cyclist and pedestrian mode. Table 8 summarizes all the requirements. 

Table 8. Requirements for Turn by turn navigation system 

# Name Description 

1 Map The application include a map view. The routing 

itinerary and devices’ position rendered on the map. 

2 Turn-by-turn navigation  The detail navigation itinerary includes the turn-by-turn 

instructions. 

3 Biking, Walking Pedestrian and Cyclist navigation mode supported by the 

system. 

4 Real time GPS Tracking The system should enable real time GPS tracking of the 

devices that the system is running on. 

5 BLE devices discovering The system can scan for nearby BLE devices, and render 

the BLE devices list for user. 

6 Connecting with BLE devices The system should support connecting the system with a 

BLE device via Bluetooth. 

7 Sending turn commands via 

Bluetooth 

In navigation mode, the system can send turn commands 

to BLE devices via Bluetooth. 
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To fulfil the requirements of this research we adopt a solution that combine Osmdroid 

library with Osmbonuspack library based on OSM data source, which is a feasible 

approach considering the literature review documented in chapter 2. In Figure 8, the 

architecture diagram of the system is illustrated. 

 

Figure 8. Architecture diagram of system 

Figure 8 shows that the architecture of the system is comprised of three different parts, 

and the routing service is open-source software supported by a third-party organization. 

It contains the Geocode services and routing services. The Geocode services are used to 

convert the human-readable address into geographic coordinates. The Routing services 

return a detailed turn-by-turn navigation itinerary when the client sends a request with a 

departure location and destination location by HTTP protocol. The mobile controller 

part is an application based on the Android platform. The application layer is based on 

the Osmdroid library and Osmbonuspack library. The Bluetooth Low Energy is built 

into the indicator-based glasses. The basic flow is that the Android client scans for 

nearby BLE devices and connects with the first one it finds. The next step is for the 

Android client to communicate with a web service via HTTP protocol after user types in 

the departure address, destination address and confirms it. Then the Android application 

will enter tracking mode, and communicate with assistive navigation interface using 

Bluetooth technology. The sequence diagrams of the system are presented in Appendix 

A. 

4.2 Generating navigation itinerary 

The requirements for generating the navigation itinerary include the first three entries 

from Table 7. To fill the visualization design, a visible map view should be rendered 

and navigation itinerary can be drawn on the map view. Thus, the Osmdroid library 

(version 5.1) and Osmbonuspack library (version 5.7) are used to implement the 

requirements of generating navigation itinerary. The Osmdroid is a free replacement for 

Android ‘s MapView class, which includes a modular tile provider system with support 

for numerous online and offline tile sources and overlay support with built-in overlays 

for plotting icons, tracking location, and drawing shapes (Osmdroid, 2016a). Moreover, 
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the Osmbonuspack library complements the Osmdroid with some useful features that 

are depicted in Figure 3. For this research implementation, Routes and Directions, 

Geocoding and Reverse Geocoding are required. 

Before starting implementation work, these two libraries need to be added to the 

Android project. Android Studio, which is an integrated development environment, uses 

Gradle build tool by default. So one just needs to add the dependency to the application 

build.gradle file: 

dependencies { 

 compile 'org.osmdroid:osmdroid-android:5.1@aar' 

compile 'com.github.MKergall.osmbonuspack:OSMBonusPack:v5.7' 

} 

 

In order to enable the system access network and location to get the tile source and the 

devices’ location, the following authorizations should be added to the 

AndroidManifest.xml file. Thus the users’ location can be viewed on the map view. 

//normal permissions 

<uses-permission  

android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE" /> 

<uses-permission  

android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" /> 

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" /> 

//dangerous permissions 

<uses-permission 

android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" /> 

<uses-permission  

android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION" /> 

 

In Android, the user interface component of an application can be implemented with full 

Activity components, or combining Activity with Fragments. For this artefact, the 

second solution is preferred to create a window as the first view of the user interface. 

The Fragments is a piece of user interface or behavior that can be placed in an Activity. 

To generate the navigation itinerary, the UI should contain two parts: rendering map 

view and inputting address. In order to fill the window as much as possible with the 

map, map view should be separated from the part of the interface that takes address 

inputs. Thus, two Fragments are required, one for map view, and the other for address 

inputting. Figure 9 shows the user interface design of artefacts. 

 
Figure 9. User interface of system 
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The left side in Figure 9 is the MapViewFragment, and the right side is the 

RouteSearchFragment. When a user clicks the direction button in the lower right corner 

of the MapViewFragment, the RouteSearchFragmnet will pop up on the top of the 

ContentView of the MainActivity. When user clicks the focus button in the lower right 

corner of the MapViewFragment, the current location will be revealed in the center of 

the screen. The RouteSearchFragment provides user with an interface to input the 

departure and destination, and a selection from the three type of travelling modes. When 

user clicks the “search” button at the bottom of the RouteSearchFragment, and if there 

are reachable itineraries between departure and destination points, then the right 

itinerary will be drawn on the Map View. Figure 10 illustrates an object diagram of the 

system to generate navigation itinerary. 

 

Figure 10. Object diagram of system 
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4.2.1 Map view 

The diagram in Figure 10 describes the relationships between different objects. The 

MapViewFragment is a piece of interface that represents the view of the map. To add a 

MapView component into the layout file (fragment_map_view.xml), following snippets 

should be used. 

<org.osmdroid.views.MapView android:id="@+id/map" 

    android:layout_width="match_parent" 

    android:layout_height="match_parent" /> 

 

Then, the MapView is initialized in the MapViewFragment, and the initialization 

includes: setting tile source, adding default zoom buttons, and supporting the ability of 

multi-touch for zooming with 2 fingers. 

//set tile source 

mapView.setTileSource(TileSourceFactory.MAPNIK); 

//set zoom button 

mapView.setBuiltInZoomControls(true); 

//enable multi-touch 

mapView.setMultiTouchControls(true); 

 

Then, to show the device’s location on the map view, a MyLocationNewOverlay 

component has to be added to the MapView component. Moreover, to enable the 

MapViewFragment to listen to location change of the device, an observer pattern is 

designed to make sure the MapViewFragment object can receive the notification from 

the MyLocationNewOverlay components. The top part of Figure 9 shows the diagram 

of observer pattern. The NewMyLocationOverlay class inherits from the 

MyLocationnewOverlay class, which implements the IMyLocationConsumer interface. 

The following snippets are used to show the current location of a device: 

mLocationOverlay = new NewMyLocationOverlay(getActivity(), 

        new GpsMyLocationProvider(getActivity()), this.mapView); 

mLocationOverlay.enableMyLocation(); 

mLocationOverlay.addObserver(this); 

mapView.getOverlays().add(this.mLocationOverlay); 

 

//show the current location of device 

mLocationOverlay.runOnFirstFix(new Runnable() { 

    public void run() { 

        mapController.setCenter(mLocationOverlay.getMyLocation()); 

    } 

}); 

 

As per the bottom part of the code snippets, when the location overlay is added to the 

MapView, and once my location overlay gets the location, the system will set the 

device’s location in the center of the MapView automatically. 

4.2.2 Itinerary 

To obtain a path from the departure address to the destination address that user inputs, a 

simple solution is adopted that utilizes existing routing service provided by a third-party. 

In section 2.2, four routing services are discussed, viz., MapQuest, OSRM, 

GraphHopper and Mapzen. The request clients of the first three services have been 

implemented and the maneuver type has been matched with the Osmbonuspack, which 

is used to develop the navigation application here. But the request client of the last one 

is not implemented in the Osmbonuspack. At the same time, considering all aspects of 
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these services that have been compared with each other in section 2.2.1, and the 

requirements of navigation application to provide detailed turn-by-turn instructions, 

Mapzen service is used to get a path as the routing server of navigation application. 

To implement the request client of Mapzen Turn-by-Turn routing service, a class named 

“MapzenRoadManager” should be created first, which inherits from the RoadManager 

class. According to the API reference of Mapzen Turn-by-Turn routing service and the 

maneuver type solution of Osmbonuspack, to ensure compatibility with the 

Osmbonuspack library, it takes advantage of the HashMap structure to correspond to the 

maneuver solution of Mapzen with MapQuest. Figure 11 shows the structure of the 

MapzenRoadManager class. The Maneuver mapping is listed in the Appendix C 

(Mapzen, 2016a; MapQuest, 2016d). 

 

Figure 11. Structure of the MapzenRoadManager class 

Secondly, based on the API reference of Mapzen routing service, the class overrides 

several methods and appends six fields. Of these fields, the mApiKey field is required 

for every request, and which can be applied on the Mapzen office website if one has an 

account registered on the site. The mCosting field represents the different modes of 

transportation. The MAPZEN_ROUTING_SERVICE is a static constant that stores the 

hostname of the Mapzen routing service. The “getRoad” method is invoked to receive 

the path between two locations (Mapzen, 2016a). Following code snippets present the 

request format for requesting a route between two points from the Mapzen 

Turn-by-Turn routing service, which is formatted by the “getUrl” method. 

http://valhalla.mapzen.com/route? 

json={ 

"locations":[ 

{ 

"lat":65.05858790336879, 

"lon":25.469655990600582, 

"type":"break" 

}, 

{ 

"lat":65.05391846130752, 

"lon":25.455343723297116, 
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"type":"break" 

} 

], 

"costing":"bicycle", 

"direction_options":{"language:"", "units":""}} 

&api_key=valhalla-xxxxxx 

 

The road between two locations can be obtained by invoking the “getRoad” method of 

an instance of the MapzenRoadManager class. An API key is required to create an 

instance of the MapzenRoadManager classes. A developer API key can be obtained 

from Mapzen (https://mapzen.com/developers/sign_in). Then, the API key should be 

entered into AndroidManifest.xml file as follows: 

<meta-data 

    android:name="Mapzen.Routing" 

    android:value="valhalla-XXXXXXX" /> 

 

The API key that has been recorded in the AndroidManifest.xml file should be accessed 

to create an instance of MapzenRoadManager.  

MapzenRoutingApiKey = ManifestUtil.retrieveKey(getActivity(), 

"Mapzen.Routing"); 

roadManager = new MapzenRoadManager(MapzenRoutingApiKey); 

roadManager.addRequestOption("bicycle"); 

 

After successfully creating an instance, the “getRoad” method should be invoked to 

receive path between two locations, but in order to avoid blocking the main thread, 

AsyncTask should be used to execute this step. The “getRoad” method does not only 

receive the response from the routing service but also parse and reconstruct the response 

to make it compatible with the Osmbonuspack. 

roadManager.getRoad(waypoints); 

 

The route result is returned as a trip in the form of JSON Object. Appendix D shows the 

example response from the routing service. The JSON Object contains details about the 

trip, including locations, a summary with basic information about the entire trip, and a 

list of legs as Table 9.   

Table 9. The structure of Trip object (Mapzen, 2016a) 

Trip Item Description 

language The language of the narration instructions. If the user specified a language 

in the directions options and the specified language was supported - this 

returned value will be equal to the specified value. Otherwise, this value 

will be the default (en-US) language. 

summary The summary is a JSON object, which includes the estimated elapsed time 

and distance travelled for the whole trip. 

locations Location information is returned in the same form as it is entered with 

additional fields to indicate the side of the street. 

units The specified units of length are returned, either in kilometres or miles. 

legs A trip contains one or more legs. For n number of break locations, there 

are n-1 legs. Though locations do not create separate legs. 

status_message Status message. 

status Status code. 

 

https://mapzen.com/developers/sign_in
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In this case, the navigation application contains two “break” points, so there is only one 

leg in the ‘legs’ field. Table 10 depicts the JSON structure of the ‘leg’ object. 

Table 10. The structure of Leg object (Mapzen, 2016a) 

Leg Item Description 

shape The shape is an encoded polyline of the route path 

summary The summary is a JSON object, which includes the estimated elapsed time 

and distance for the leg. 

maneuvers An array contains a series of moves, for each item of array see Table 11. 

Table 11. The structure of Leg object (Mapzen, 2016a) 

Maneuver Item Description 

travel_type Travel type for drive. 

“car” 

Travel type for pedestrian. 

“foot” 

Travel type for bicycle. 

“road” 

travel_mode Travel mode. 

 “drive” 

 “pedestrian” 

 “bicycle” 

begin_shape_index Index into the list of shape points for the start of the 

maneuver. 

Length Maneuver length in the units specified. 

end_shape_index Index into the list of shape points for the end of the 

maneuver. 

Instruction Written maneuver instruction, describes the maneuver 

verbal_pre_transition_instruction Text suitable for use as a verbal message immediately 

prior to the maneuver transition. 

verbal_multi_cue ‘True’ if the verbal_pre_transition_instruction has 

been appended with the verbal instruction of the next 

maneuver 

Type Type of maneuver. See Appendix C. 

time Estimated time along the maneuver in seconds. 

Once a leg responds successfully, it creates an instance of Road based on the response 

from routing service, parsing the JSON object into the value of road instance. Note that 

Mapzen Turn-by-Turn uses the Google Maps encoded polyline format to store a series 

of latitude, longitude coordinates as a single string, but it uses six digits of decimal 

precision, rather than five as referenced in the Google algorithms documentation 

(Mapzen, 2016b). 

Road road = new Road(); 

String shape = jFirstPath.getString("shape"); 

road.mRouteHigh = PolylineEncoder.decode(shape, 1, false); 

JSONObject summary = jFirstPath.getJSONObject("summary"); 

road.mLength = summary.getDouble("length"); 

road.mDuration = summary.getInt("time"); 

road.mStatus = Road.STATUS_OK; 

 

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/utilities/polylinealgorithm
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Adding turn node by looping: 

RoadNode node = new RoadNode(); 

int positionIndex = jInstruction.getInt("begin_shape_index"); 

node.mLocation = road.mRouteHigh.get(positionIndex); 

node.mLength = jInstruction.getDouble("length"); 

node.mDuration = jInstruction.getInt("time"); 

int direction = jInstruction.getInt("type"); 

node.mManeuverType = getManeuverCode(direction); 

node.mInstructions = jInstruction.getString("instruction"); 

road.mNodes.add(node); 

 

The address that a user inputs needs to be geocoded before requesting the route between 

departure location and destination location. In order to avoid blocking the main thread, 

the value of Geocode needs to be retrieved from the address string using AsyncTask in 

Android. 

GeocoderNominatim geocoder = new GeocoderNominatim(getActivity(), 

serAgent); 

List<Address> address = geocoder.getFromLocationName(startAddress, 1); 

Address add = result.get(0); //get first address 

GeoPoint geoPoint = new GeoPoint(add.getLatitude(), add.getLongitude()); 

 

When user triggers the route search, a well-parsed road is returned, which is used to 

generate the road overlay, as shown in following code snippets. Thus, a visible route 

can be viewed on the map. 

mRoadOverlay = RoadManager.buildRoadOverlay(road, getActivity()); 

this.mapView.getOverlays().add(mRoadOverlay); 

this.addNodeMaker(); 

this.mapView.invalidate(); 

 

4.2.3 Turn detection 

With the path rendered on the map view, the navigation application developed so far 

can be used to guide the user to a specific place. However, it cannot give the user 

instructions at turn points, and the user needs to check the path from time to time. 

Therefore, the next step will be to develop the feature that gives instructions to the user 

at every turn point. 

Currently, the solution for turn detection is to compare the distances between the 

device’s locations and turn points’ locations. When the distance is less than a pre-set 

value that defines a range of turning state, the application will display instructions. The 

following code fragment can calculate the distance, bearing from device’s location to 

turn node. The computed distance is stored in results[0]. The initial bearing is stored in 

results[1]. 

Location.distanceBetween(location.getLatitude(),location.getLongitude(

),p.getLatitude(),p.getLongitude(),result); 

 

When the user enters the detection range, then the instruction to turn at next intersection 

follows. At the same time, the application has to detect whether the user turned or not. 

Since all turn nodes are points of a road, the solution is to calculate the closest point of 

the road from the user, and then compare the index of closest node with the index of 

closest turn node. Let I be the index of the closest node and let K be the index of the 
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closest turn node. So, if K is less than I, it means user took the turn. Figure 12 depicts 

the solution of turn detection. 

 

Figure 12. Turn detection 

On the other hand, if the user makes some mistakes like going away from the road, then 

the application has to have some rules. In this case, a pre-set value is defined to allow 

for user’s deviation from the road. If the deviation distance is more than the pre-set 

value, then the application will show a “stop” command. 

4.3 Integrate with BLE devices 

Integrating with indicator-based smart glasses is the critical step, which guarantees the 

usability testing under real navigation environments. Android 4.3 (API level 18 and 

above) provides built-in platform support for BLE in the central role and APIs that 

applications can use to discover devices, query for services, and read/write 

characteristics (Google Android. 2016e).  

In this case, Android phone has the central role to scan for BLE devices and look for 

advertisement. Indicator-based smart glasses have a peripheral role to make the 

advertisement. Once they have established a connection, Android phone will send the 

turn commands to the smart glasses acting as a Generic Attribute Profile (GATT) 

server, and the smart glasses will receive updates from the phone as a GATT client. 

In order to use Bluetooth features in a navigation application, Bluetooth 

permission “BLUETOOTH” has to be declared. It is used to perform any Bluetooth 

communication, such as requesting a connection, accepting a connection, and 

transferring data. If the application needs to initiate device discovery or manipulate 

Bluetooth settings, the BLUETOOTH_ADMIN permission also needs to be declared. 

Consequently, the BLUETOOTH and BLUETOOTH_ADMIN permissions should be 

added to the AndroidManifest.xml of the navigation application. 

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH"/> 
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH_ADMIN"/> 
 
Before establishing connection between Android phone and BLE devices, the 

navigation application must verify whether BLE feature is supported on the target 

Android devices. If the Android devices support that feature, but is currently disabled, 

then the app needs to request the user to enable Bluetooth without leaving the 

application.  

https://developer.android.com/reference/android/Manifest.permission.html#BLUETOOTH_ADMIN
https://developer.android.com/reference/android/Manifest.permission.html#BLUETOOTH
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//determine whether BLE is supported on the device 

if (!getPackageManager().hasSystemFeature( 

PackageManager.FEATURE_BLUETOOTH_LE)) { 

Toast.makeText(this,  

R.string.ble_not_supported, Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 

return false; 

} 

// Initializes a Bluetooth adapter.  For API level 18 and above 

// Checks if Bluetooth is supported on the device. 

final BluetoothManager bluetoothManager =  

(BluetoothManager) getSystemService(Context.BLUETOOTH_SERVICE); 

        mBluetoothAdapter = bluetoothManager.getAdapter(); 

if (mBluetoothAdapter == null) { 

Toast.makeText(this, R.string.error_bluetooth_not_supported, 

Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 

return false; 

} 

 

Next, “BluetoothleService” class needs to be created that inherits from the Service class. 

This class implements all functions that interact with the BLE device via the Android 

BLE API, including connection, disconnection, readCharacteristic and 

writeCharacteristic. After the services implementation is completed, we bind the 

navigation application with the “BluetoothLeService” service. Figure 13 depicts the 

structure of BluetoothLeService class. 

 

Figure 13. BluetoothLeService class 

In the main activity, connect() method should be invoked, with BLE device address as 

the parameter, to connect with a BLE device. Once connected, the 

getSupportedGattServices() method will return all GATT services that BLE devices 

support. The readCharacteristic() and writeCharacteristic() methods are used to request 

a read and write on a given BluetoothGattCharacteristic. Thus, the navigation app can 

send turn commands via calling writeCharacteristic() method. 
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5. Usability Test 

In this chapter, usability test is discussed in two parts. The first part explains how we 

plan and prepare for a usability test. The second part presents the usability test results, 

which was collected by observing, post-test interviewing and post-test questionnaires. 

5.1 Setting up test 

The usability metrics, which will be measured in this experiment, have been discussed 

in Section 2.4. In this section, the related process about how to conduct the test and how 

to measure the metrics will be described in detail.  

The test scenario is that participants are asked to go to the address B from the address A, 

while wearing the indicator-based smart glasses, and carrying the Android phone that 

runs the navigation application. At the same time, in order to minimize the possibility of 

participants reaching the destination address subconsciously, participants are not given 

the destination address. The tester inputs the destination address as well as the 

navigation mode of navigation application. The purpose behind doing so is to avoid 

unintended interference from participants who are familiar with the destination address. 

In this test, the author selected the two paths. The first path has more turn nodes than the 

second one, and is more complex than the second path. Figure 14 and 15 shows the two 

paths used as the test environments. 

 

Figure 14. First test path 
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Figure 15. Second test path 

The test goal is that the user can go to point B from point A by bike without error in 

turning, while being guided by the indicator-based smart glasses. The glasses are 

connected via Bluetooth to the turn-by-turn navigation application running on Android 

phone. The concerns of this test include: (1) will the user be able to notice the LED light 

during biking; and (2) will user be able to make a correct turn under the guidance.  

The participants that volunteered were from University of Oulu, and they all often 

cycled in their daily lives. Six participants agreed for this usability test. They were 

divided into two groups, where each group had three participants. Moreover, all the 

participants were tested separately, and were requested to not reveal the test contents to 

others. This step is to prevent divulging of the destination address, and to keep the test 

environment unfamiliar to the participants. Then, based on Section 2.4, the 

measurement schemes for six metrics are shown in Table 12. 

Table 12. Measurement schemes for six metrics 

Metrics Measurement scheme 

Memorability An interval of few days between the two test rounds. For the first test, the 

tester tells the participants the meaning of the LED signals, but on the 

second test, the tester doesn’t given the participants any information on the 

glasses. 

Effectiveness Do participants arrive at destination? (Number of tasks completed). 

Efficacy  Time to finish task. 

 Time spent recovering from the wrong turn. 

 Number of calls for help. 

Error frequency Number of wrong turns 

Error severity Observation 

Satisfaction Post-test interview, observation, post-test questionnaire (see Appendix E). 

For the two test groups, cross-test is used to improve the reliability of this test. The test 

on Group 1 began with the first path (see Fig. 13), and ended with the second path (see 

Fig. 14). In contrast, the Group 2 began with the test for the second path, and ended 

with the test for the first path. 

The weather needed to be clear (no rain) at least for conducting the test properly. The 

tools for the test included a camera to record the experiment process for analysis after 

the tests, an Android phone (Sony Xperia) to run the navigation application, and two 

bicycles. 
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5.2 Results of testing 

The tests took a week in total. Six participants took part in the tests, and the distribution 

of participants' age was between 20-35 years old. The participants were asked to bike at 

a lower speed when they got near an intersection. Twelve video files resulted from the 

tests. Moreover, six questionnaires were collected from the participants. The test 

screenshot is presented in Appendix F. 

In general, a benchmark is preferred to compare the results of a test. However, due to 

the proposed system being a novel idea, which is using the indicator-based smart glasses 

to execute navigation task, there exists no benchmark to draw any comparison. Under 

such circumstances, the findings of the research will be produced from the analysis of 

results of the usability test. This includes analysing the video files and feedbacks 

recorded during testing, and statistics on the completed questionnaires. 

Based on the measurement scheme mentioned in Section 5.1, Table 13 and 14 show the 

statistical results from the 12 video files. The second column represents the identity 

number assigned to the participants in different groups. The third column indicates 

whether the participant completed the navigation task, meaning whether the participant 

arrived at the destination. The fourth column shows the time it took to finish the 

navigation task. The fifth column shows the number of wrong turns the participants took 

during their navigation task. The sixth column displays the numbers of ‘help’ calls made 

by every participant, meaning participants encountered some problems and they needed 

help from the tester. The seventh column shows the time it took to recover from a 

wrong turn, which was calculated from the moment the participants realised about the 

wrong turn signal to the moment they got back to the correct turn point. The eighth 

column depicts the number of exceptions the smart glasses threw during the navigation 

task, along with a brief description about the same. The ninth column points to the test 

rounds. 

Table 13. Data collected from the first path (1.3Km) 

 

Arrived Time 
Wrong 

turn 

Call 

help 

Recovery 

from wrong 

turn 

Exception Round 

Group 1 

1 Yes 9m33s 1 1 1min 

1 

Wrong 

light on 

1 

2 Yes 13mins 2 2 2mins, 1min 

2 

No turn 

light on 

1 

3 Yes 9mins 1 2 1min  1 

Group 2 

1 Yes 7mins50s     2 

2 No 5mins 1 1  

2 

Wrong 

turn light 

on, 

All light 

off 

2 

3 Yes 9mins35s 2 1 1min  2 

There are 14 turn points on the first path (Fig. 14). The distance of the entire trip is 

around 1.3 kilometres. As can be seen from the Table 12, one of six participants did not 
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complete the navigation task. The cause for this is the exception encountered by the 

indicator-based glasses, where all the LED lights were off at the point of an intersection, 

interrupting the task. When the value from the fourth column (Time) is subtracted from 

the value of the seventh column (Recover wrong turn), the result indicates the time it 

took to finish the navigation tasks, which is quite similar for the participants from the 

two groups. As for the possibility of wrong turns, all participants turned 84 times in 

total, which included 7 wrong turns. Thus, the possibility of wrong turns is up to 8%. In 

reality, this possibility should be lower than 8%, because some wrong turns were caused 

by the exceptions from the glasses. After excluding the proportion of these exceptions, 

the possibility of wrong turns drops to about 3.5%. 

Based on the video review and observation during testing, and in addition to the 

exceptions, the cause of wrong turns is as follows: (1) misunderstanding due to 

continuous intersections, (2) participants realizing the turn signal too late. 

For the first factor, when two or more intersections are quite close to each other, as 

shown in Figure 16, it might be very difficult to find a solution in the situation. The 

smart glasses provide signals using just the LED lights, and such cues are inadequate in 

picking the right intersection in the mentioned problematic situation. This problem 

should be worth future investigation. The second factor will be discussed after analysing 

the data from the second path, as shown in Table 14. 

 

Figure 16. Continuous intersections 

For the measure metric of the numbers of call for help, group 1 has more entries than 

group 2, as shown in the Table 13. However, the difference is negligible when the 

proportion of exceptions is taken into account. Besides the proportion of exceptions, 

Group 1 called for help 2 times, and Group 2 called for help only once. It can be seen 

from Table 13 that it took 1 to 2 minutes to recover from wrong turns. 

Moreover, if a user relies only on the light signals from the glasses, the wrong turn may 

cause a user to enter an unsafe road. As shown in the Figure 16, there is a parallel road 

when the system gives a “turn left” command. It assumes that one of the parallel roads 

is for vehicles, and the other is for bicycles. A wrong turn in such a case may prove very 

dangerous for the user. Because the GPS deviation is existing for the mobile devices 

and the solution for the turn detection, the system may show the turn command early, 

user may enter into the unsafe road if they follow the turn command completely. 
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Table 14. Data collected from the second path (1.4Km) 

 
Arrived Time 

Wrong 

turn 

Call 

help 

Recover 

wrong turn 
Exception Round 

Group 1 

1 Yes 9mins15s 1  20s  2 

2 Yes 8mins30s     2 

3 Yes 6mins40s     2 

Group 2 

1 Yes 8mins45s     1 

2 

Yes 9mins13s 1 1  1 

Forward 

and Right 

light on at 

last turn 

point 

1 

3 Yes 7mins50s     1 

There are 6 turn points on the first path (see Figure 15). The distance of the entire trip is 

up to 1.4 kilometres. Comparing with the first path, this path is much simpler. It has less 

turn points and no continuous intersections. All participants completed the navigation 

tasks. The average time consumed is similar to the first path. However, there are less 

wrong turns, and the numbers of call for help and exceptions are also less than the first 

path. Two wrong turns were made six participants in the second path. One was while 

biking downhill, where making the right turn was difficult on account of the increase in 

speed, and the other was caused by the exception from the glasses. 

Comparing the two paths, the first path had more complex traffic than the second path. 

Based on the experiments, it can be claimed that the system works fine in environment 

with standard traffic. However, when the traffic becomes more complex, it can be a 

challenge for the system to work properly. Even though there was a few days’ interval 

between two rounds of testing, and the instructions were not repeated in the second 

round, the participants didn’t find it difficult to remember what the light signals meant. 

Based on the answer to the questionnaires and comments from participants, the reasons 

why participants realized the turn signal too late are as follows: (1) the light signals 

could not be noticed clearly by participants, and (2) Android navigation application sent 

the turn command too late. Figure 17 illustrates the first reason about how participants 

might not notice the signals clearly. 

 

Figure 17. First two questions of questionnaires 
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Figure 17 shows the participants’ responses to “ease of use” for indicator-based smart 

glasses, and how difficult it was to notice the light signals from glasses. The different 

responses are coded under five different colours. The number in the bar chart represents 

that number of participants that chose that option. Based on the responses to the second 

question, three participants chose “Difficult”, which indicates it is not easy to get the 

instructions from light signals. Moreover, most of the participants commented that it is 

hard to get instructions in broad daylight. Some participants expressed that they do not 

like the light, as the blinking lights produce discomfort for their eyes. For the question 1, 

only one participant felt the system was difficult to use, and the reason for that is the 

hard-to-see light. Two participants picked “Neither easy nor difficult”, and the reason is 

because the external control module of the glasses is not portable. 

Figure 17 and 18 also evaluate users’ satisfaction. Figure 18 plots the remaining two 

questions from the questionnaires. For Question 3, most participants state that there 

were worries and confusions while biking. The participants felt that they did not know 

where they were, and lack of visuals worried and confused them. Additionally, the 

exceptions encountered by the glasses also added to their worries. For Question 5, most 

participants stated that they would not want to use the glasses in regular life. However, 

if the system worked far more accurately, with fewer exceptions and is portable, they 

may be interested in using it. 

 

Figure 18. Rest two questions of questionnaires 

In addition, the participants commented that sometimes the light signals were triggered 

too late to help users make the right decisions, which corresponds to the second reason 

where participants complained about not noticing the signals clearly. 

Through the tests, six metrics of usability are measured in this research. For 

memorability, the statistics data from the test indicates that users can remember the 

meaning of light signals well. For effectiveness, the test statistics indicates that all 

participants finished the navigation task except for one, who failed to do so because of a 

technical glitch in the glasses. As for satisfaction, and based on observation, participants 

enjoyed doing the navigation tasks. Even though responses from questionnaires indicate 

that most of the participants do not want to use the glasses in real life, their comments 

indicate that they would be interested in using it if the system proves to be more 

accurate, is portable and throws fewer exceptions. As for the other three metrics: 

efficacy, error frequency, error severity, the system needs to be improved. For efficacy, 

it would be better to reduce the time to finish the task, and provide a quick reaction 

when user takes a wrong turn. For error frequency, a solution to the continuous 

intersections problem needs to be found to overcome navigation misunderstanding. For 

error severity, at this point, this requirement is not fulfilled because a wrong turn may 
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cause a user to enter unsafe environments. Users’ safety is an essential factor that needs 

to be guaranteed by the system. 
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6. Conclusions 

Previous researches in the customized wearable devices in navigation tasks appear to 

focus on utilizing haptic feedback to implement the navigation tasks for special group 

users. This research extends earlier studies by Aryan Firouzian, which was responsible 

for creating indicator-based smart glasses based on simple signs. To investigate the 

usability of indicator-based smart glasses in biking navigation tasks, an Android 

navigation application was developed, which supports sending turn commands to 

indicator-based smart glasses via Bluetooth. 

The study utilizes the Design Science Research method, and follows the guidelines from 

Hevner et al. (2010). The expected result of a DSR is an artefact addressing problems 

related to real-life problems. In this research, the artefact is a mobile navigation system 

based on the Android platform, which not only implements the generic navigation 

features but also establishes a communication channel with smart devices via BLE. The 

artefact was evaluated by conducting usability test of the system. 

This research investigated the possible problems with the usability of customized 

wearable device. Firstly, a review of the prior research on the wearable navigation tools 

was reported, to understand the research problem, advantages and disadvantages of their 

research. From this review, the secondary research question, “How customizable are 

they?” can be answered. Based on their results, most of them focus on utilizing the 

haptic feedback to provide signal, which prompts users to turn. The same can be 

achieved by applying the science of signs to solve complex requirements. However, 

wearable devices designed as part of previous researches are not convenient to put on 

and take off at any time, such as belts and clothes. The next secondary research question 

was, “What are the different real-time navigation applications to support walking and 

biking”. A review of map services was made in Chapter 3. Basically, the applications 

include Google Map, MapQuest, Apple Map and Maps based on OSM. Here, Apple 

Map does not open its biking services for developing our navigation application. Based 

on the review, an Android mobile navigation application based on OSM is created, 

which provide turn commands to customized wearable device.  

Finally, to answer the main research question about the usability of customized 

wearable device in walking and biking navigation tasks, a usability test was conducted. 

Six participants were invited for the usability test. Twelve video files were recorded 

from the test, and six questionnaires were collected from the participants in total. The 

test results demonstrate that the memorability, effectiveness, and satisfaction metrics of 

usability can be fulfilled by the proposed system. However, the efficacy and error 

frequency needs improvement, especially for complex traffic environments. 

Specifically, the error severity needs to be guaranteed, because it is possible for user to 

enter vehicle lanes when they take a wrong turn. Furthermore, some participants 

expressed that the blinking lights is a discomfort to their eyes, and they would be 

interested in using the system in their daily live if the system worked more accurately, 

had fewer exceptions and was portable. 

To summarize, the contribution of this study are: (1). Investigating most of the map 

services that provide navigation instruction that can be used for biking and walking 

navigation tasks. This is followed by the implementation of an Android navigation 
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application that support sending turn commands via Bluetooth; (2). Reviewing prior 

researches on assistance navigation tools, to demonstrate how customizable they are; 

(3). Investigating the usability of the indicator-based smart glasses in a practical biking 

navigation task by conducting a usability test. The results of the usability test reveal 

related issues of the system that should be studied in the future. 

There are some possible factors that can affect the results of the usability test, which can 

be seen as the limitations of this study. For our system, the indicator-based smart 

glasses are only responsible to display the light signals based on the commands sent by 

Android navigation application. Thus, the timing of signal depends on the accuracy of 

GPS built in the Android phone and the solution to turn detection of navigation 

application. The accuracy of Android phone used in the usability test is around 3 meters 

in open areas, and will be more than 3 meters in case of high barriers such as a high-rise 

building. The solution for turn detection is not sensitive enough, which can cause delay 

in displaying the signal on the glasses. Besides, the suitability of glasses frame for 

participants also can affect the test results. According to participants’ feedback, some of 

them expressed that it was hard to get instructions from the light signals, while others 

stated that it was easy to get instructions. It can be inferred that the glasses frame is 

loose for some participants, which could be one of the reasons why it was hard to get 

instructions. In addition, the exception from the controller program that was embedded 

in the smart glasses could also affect the test results, as it happened several times. 

Furthermore, as part of the future research, the focus will be on solving the problems 

based on the results of this research. It includes looking for a solution for the 

customized wearable device in complex intersection cases, optimizing the solution of 

turn detection of navigation solution, and conducting usability experiments to 

investigate suitable brightness for indicators in different outdoor light conditions. 
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Appendix A. Sequence diagram of system 
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Appendix B. Sequence diagram of itinerary 
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Appendix C. Maneuver Mapping 

/** mapping from Mapzen Routing to MapQuest maneuver IDs: */ 

    static final HashMap<Integer, Integer> MANEUVERS; 

    static { 

        MANEUVERS = new HashMap<Integer, Integer>(); 

 

        MANEUVERS.put(0, 0); //None 

        MANEUVERS.put(1, 0); //Start 

        MANEUVERS.put(2, 0); //StartRight 

        MANEUVERS.put(3, 0); //StartLeft 

        MANEUVERS.put(4, 24); //Destination 

        MANEUVERS.put(5, 25); //DestinationRight 

        MANEUVERS.put(6, 26); //DestinationLeft 

        MANEUVERS.put(7, 2); //kBecomes 

        MANEUVERS.put(8, 1); //kContinue 

        MANEUVERS.put(9, 6);  //kSlightRight 

        MANEUVERS.put(10, 7); //kRight 

        MANEUVERS.put(11, 8); //kSharpRight 

        MANEUVERS.put(12, 14); //kUturnRight 

        MANEUVERS.put(13, 13); //kUturnLeft 

        MANEUVERS.put(14, 5); //kSharpLeft 

        MANEUVERS.put(15, 4); //kLeft 

        MANEUVERS.put(16, 3); //kSlightLeft 

        MANEUVERS.put(17, 19); //kRampStraight 

        MANEUVERS.put(18, 18); //kRampRight 

        MANEUVERS.put(19, 17); //kRampLeft 

        MANEUVERS.put(20, 16); //kExitRight 

        MANEUVERS.put(21, 15); //kExitLeft 

        MANEUVERS.put(22, 11); //kStayStraight 

        MANEUVERS.put(23, 10); //kStayRight 

        MANEUVERS.put(24, 9); //kStayLeft 

        MANEUVERS.put(25, 22); //kMerge 

        MANEUVERS.put(26, 27); //kRoundaboutEnter 

        MANEUVERS.put(27, 27); //kRoundaboutExit 

        MANEUVERS.put(28, 37); //kFerryEnter 

        MANEUVERS.put(29, 38); //kFerryExit 

    } 
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Appendix D. Response format from routing service 

{ 

   "trip":{ 

      "language":"en-US", 

      "summary":{ 

         "length":1.287, 

         "time":213 

      }, 

      "locations":[ 

         { 

            "lon":25.469656, 

            "lat":65.058586, 

            "type":"break" 

         }, 

         { 

            "lon":25.455343, 

            "lat":65.053917, 

            "type":"break" 

         } 

      ], 

      "units":"kilometers", 

      "legs":[ 

         { 

      

"shape":"aqza{Beopqo@tD?bGCfDu@Nib@j_@Fl@?hC?~RC?lnA?bVrFBl@CfDG|@~@rP

I`HG?tG?rKjLQfCxAjBbDLt@zVr~AzKC?xJ\\duAm@vXyBpVeOneAnHBdPO~HGrQKvMBxl

@q@zJQlAtn@fCv]hMbqAfDn]l@`FjAvKlUddCcGlG|JpbAxBhUoTbS", 

            "summary":{ 

               "length":1.287, 

               "time":213 

            }, 

            "maneuvers":[ 

               { 

                  "travel_type":"road", 

                  "travel_mode":"bicycle", 

                  "begin_shape_index":0, 

                  "length":0.033, 

                  "end_shape_index":3, 

                  "instruction":"Bike south on the cycleway.", 

                  "verbal_pre_transition_instruction":"Bike south on the 

cycleway for 30 meters. Then Turn left onto the cycleway.", 

                  "verbal_multi_cue":true, 

                  "type":1, 

                  "time":7 

               } 

            ] 

         } 

      ], 

      "status_message":"Found route between points", 

      "status":0 

   } 

} 
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Appendix E. Questionnaires form 
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Appendix F. Test screenshot 
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